
“The Holy Inquisition” – By Darryl
Eberhart

In some Catholic countries where the State is controlled by the church, a
court or tribunal was established for the examination and punishment of
‘heretics’.

Revelation 11:3-6. Retrospective View
Of The Two Witnesses – Part II

Middle Age History Of The Joint Lines, A.D. 1000-1200.

The Mystery Woman – By F. Tupper
Saussy
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She is arguably the most observed, the most seen, artifact in the world. Her
statue is broadcast in millions of media impressions every day.

Rich in legal importance, she defines the relationship between American
government and anyone in the world contracted to it.

She is officially classified as “the only authorized Symbol of American
heritage.” Yet of the millions who see the Mystery Woman on a daily basis,
very few have ever really seen her.

Yes, the Mystery Woman stands atop the U.S. Capitol dome.

The act of standing upon property is an aggressive legal demonstration.
Standing upon a thing is an ultimate proof of ownership in adverse
possession.

Could it be that the Capitol’s mystery woman literally… owns the entire
facility she crowns? Could the United States Congress belong to her?

Officials named her Freedom because her classical identity, Persephone, was
meaningless to most Americans.

Persephone was a Graeco-Roman goddess abducted by Saturn’s son Hades, who
enthroned her as queen-consort of his dominion, the underworld. She rules
over the earth’s interior, particularly the metals and minerals.

America’s Freedom is the Goddess of Petroleum, a fact one should bear in mind
when examining her government’s military presence in the Middle East.



How on earth did Saturn’s daughter-in-law acquire the supreme place of honor
over Washington? Who put her there? When? Why? Under what circumstances? What
is the theological history of this “only authorized Symbol of American
heritage”? What is her future?

Answers to these and many more questions about America’s extraordinarily
mysterious origins will be found in Rulers of Evil.

Revelation 6:1, 2. The First Seal

The first seal is the conquering Roman empire at the time of its greatest
glory.

“A Very Wealthy Church-State” – By
Darryl Eberhart

The Roman Catholic Church is the biggest financial power, wealth accumulator
and property owner in existence. She is a greater possessor of material
riches than any other single institution, corporation, bank, giant trust,
GOVERNMENT or STATE of the whole globe.
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“Plans to Destroy the American
Constitutional Republic” – By Darryl
Eberhart

The popes of Rome hate liberty of conscience of democracies. Their goal is to
bring the world back to a totalitarian society under the Catholic church as
it was in the Middle Ages.

Who are the Kings of the East
Mentioned in Revelation 16:12?

This is the continuation of the series, Antichrist And His Ten Kingdoms – By
Albert Close and the previous post in the series, The Final Revelation to Men
by Jesus Christ: The Apocalypse.

And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river Euphrates; and
the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of the east might
be prepared.

Little doubt the Kings of the East are the independent Kingdoms or Republics
which have arisen out of the ruins of the Eastern Roman Empire, and of the
Turkish Empire, during the last 140 years (up to 1944), due to the steady
drying up of that great Empire symbolized in the Apocalypse (Book of
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Revelation) as the Great River Euphrates. The following are their names, with
the dates when each broke from Turkey: GREECE 1820; EGYPT 1840; BULGARIA
1877; ROMANIA 1878; LEVANT 1867; CYRENACIA 1912; PALESTINE 1917; ALBANIA
1919; YUGOSLAVIA 1919; IRAQ 1923; HEJAZ (a region in the west of Saudi
Arabia, containing Mecca and Medina) 1926; YEMEN 1927; PERSIA 1923. All of
these Kings of the East have ceased during the last century and a quarter to
own submission to the Sultan of Turkey at Constantinople. All of these 12
kingdoms belonged to the Mohammedan Eastern Roman Empire, which has now dried
up.

The Turkish Empire dried up at the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923, when she was
completely stripped of all these countries at the close of the 1914-18 War.

The Pope’s Temporal Power over the Ten Kingdoms of the Western Empire dried
up also in 1870, when the Temporal Power fell. Today (1944) the Pope rules
over the Vatican City only, of 800 people and 108 acres of territory; but he
rules spiritually as the False Prophet over 300,000,000 (now 1.2 billion)
worshippers. Herein lies his world-wide power through his 500,000 (now
decreased to 407,872 according to
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/church/news/2023-10/fides-catholic-church-stati
stics-world-mission-sunday.html) Latin Priests.

A false prophet is one who proclaims as Divine Truth a false Gospel in
Christ’s Name. See Revelation 17 and 18.

GROWTH IN INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS.

As already stated, if we translate the symbolic scenes in the book of
Revelation into plain non-figurative ones, by comparing them with the symbols
and emblems of other Scriptures, and also with the symbols and emblems
employed by the nations and great religions which have arisen and played
their part in the history of the last 1900 years within the bounds of the
Roman Empire, they become the religious and political history of that great
period, so far as it affects the Church of Christ.

Papal Rome corrupted for centuries the Western Roman Empire, whilst the
Mohammedan religion corrupted the Eastern Empire. Both as political and
religious powers are now nearing their end.

The Napoleonic Wars of 1789—1815, and the Great War of 1914—19, are both
regarded by expositors as having been fulfilled as Divine retribution on
Papal and Mohammedan Europe and Asia, within the area of the Roman Empire.
Revelation 16:1-11.

Both have been equally important as it is shown on the Map of the World, when
read in conjunction with the history of the past 140 years. Both religions
have been cruel persecutors of God’s people.

The world-wide preaching of the Gospel by the Missionary Societies was in
1,053 languages as contrasted with only 71 languages in 1800 A.D.

(Matthew 24:14) “And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the
world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come.”



The drying up of the Euphrates in Revelation 16:12 symbolized the drying up
of the Turkish Empire, by the loss of 14 Provinces, thus leaving Turkey with
a population of 16,000,000 and a loss of 95,000,000 since 1820.

Revelation 16:12 And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river
Euphrates; and the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of
the east might be prepared.

In Revelation 16:13,14, the three unclean Spirits of Devils, the Dragon, the
Beast and the False Prophet acting through their human agents, gather the
nations of the whole world to battle as never before in all history. These
three may prefigure the Nazi, Fascist and Papal Powers at War today. They are
all against Christ.

(Note: I believe today an alternate interpretation could be Papal, Fascism
(extreme right) and Communism / Socialism (extreme left). The common
denominator of all three is totalitarianism. The Devil is a control freak and
denies us any independent thought or action outside of his governance. But an
even simpler interpretation would be, the Dragon is Satan, the Beast is
Satan’s kingdom on earth, and the False Prophet is Satan’s spokesperson, aka
the Pope and his priests.)

In 1922 Mussolini founded the Fascist Movement and became Dictator of Italy.
In 1929 by the Lateran Treaty, he made the Pope a Temporal Sovereign over the
Vatican City and grounds, with a population of about 450 and a territory of
108 acres! Mussolini then voted the sum of £19,000,000 in settlement of the
Roman dispute since 1870, when the Pope was dethroned as a Temporal
Sovereign. Mussolini then made the Pope a puppet Sovereign.

In 1934 Hitler met Mussolini in Venice, and on Aug. 2nd, 1934, Hitler
succeeded Hindenburg as President. These three Evil Spirits then entered on a
European career of conquest and invasion, with the Jesuits in the background.

In 1935 Hitler and Mussolini united with General Franco, with the connivance
of the Pope and the Jesuits in overthrowing the Democratic Government in
Spain.

THAT GREAT DAY OF GOD ALMIGHTY.

In Sept. 1943 Mussolini was deposed and his dream of a Revived Roman Empire
came to an end.

Mussolini also attacked and overran Abyssinia with the most revolting
cruelty. Here again the Pope and the Jesuits supported Mussolini in all these
abominations. They also expelled all Protestant Missionaries.

Here we have the 3 Evil Spirits mentioned in Revelation which in 1939 drove
Europe and the whole 5 other continents into this World War.

These three great World-disturbers have all originated within the realms of
the old Roman Empire.

There can be no question that these three are world figures today and all are



Roman Catholic. The False Prophet undoubtedly prefigures the Pope as a
pseudo-Christian prophet or leader as distinct from the other two, who are
purely wicked political imposters. Mussolini was a pseudo-Caesar, and Hitler
worships the Nordic Pagan intuition cult. These three are all enemies of
Christ.

Revelation 16:12-14, seem to be fulfilling before our very eyes. Are not the
Kings of the whole world gathering to battle today as predicted in Revelation
16:12-14, led by three wicked Powers, which have already drawn in a total of
134 countries, large and small, embracing almost the entire globe. Verse 14
reads “For they are the spirits of devils working miracles, which go forth
unto the kings of the earth, and of the whole world to gather them to the
Battle of that great day of God Almighty.”

Notice the sharp distinction between “the kings of the earth” and in the next
sentence, “and of the whole world.” These clearly refer to two different
groups of nations and spheres of action. The one refers to the kings within
the bounds of the Roman Earth, or old Roman Empire, and the other to the
whole of the nations of the entire globe which includes the Far East, India,
Burma, China and Japan, etc.

This great World War is the first great war in which all six Continents have
been involved at the same time. That seems to explain verse 14 exactly. Are
not the kings or rulers of the whole world gathering to battle today, as
predicted here, impelled by three wicked Powers, viz : the Nazi, Fascist and
Papal. The Fascist was a Political party, the Papacy a combined Religious and
Political
Power masquerading as Christian. These three Powers have undoubtedly caused
this World War. Russia, it must not be forgotten, is a Power outside the
Roman Empire. Russia is a Power belonging to the “WHOLE WORLD” Area as
distinct from THE KINGS OF THE EARTH, ie., the Roman “Earth” of the
Apocalypse.

When the Western Roman Empire fell in 476 A.D. it was succeeded by the
Western Papal Ten Kingdoms with the Pope at the head.

The Eastern Roman Empire fell at the storming of Constantinople by the Turks
in 1453 A.D. This was the complete end of the Roman Empire, both East and
West, From 1453 to 1923 A.D. the Turkish or Mohammedan Power ruled most of
the nations of the former Eastern Roman Empire—now the Kings of the East.

Today Turkey rules none but her own homeland. The Pope rules over 108 acres
and about 450 subjects.

In the first verse of the Revelation St. John tells us the book is written in
symbols, i.e.: in a language of signs.

Revelation 1:1: The Revelation of Jesus Christ which God gave unto him, to
show unto His servants things which must shortly come to pass; and He sent
and signified it by His angel unto His servant John.

Revelation 4:1: After this I looked and, behold, a door was opened in heaven;



and the first voice when I heard was as it were of a trumpet talking with me;
which said, Come up hither, and I will shew thee things which must be
hereafter.

To signify is to show by signs, to intimate your meaning, not in plain
literal words, but by signs and symbols.

Now in the language of signs and symbols, such for example as that employed
by the Navy, Army or R.A.F., or by Merchant ships, when signaling at sea,
each sign and symbol has a definite meaning, which can only be discerned and
understood by translating it into ordinary language, by means of an
explanatory key. In reading Daniel or the Revelation we are bound to do the
same.

EACH NATION HAS ITS OWN SYMBOLS.

For example, the Sharp Sword proceeding out of the mouth of the King of Kings
in Revelation 19:15, is not a sword of steel, but a symbol only. There is no
such creature in nature as a Beast with Seven Heads and Ten Horns, as in
Daniel and Revelation. Again they are symbols only.

As stated on page 4 of this book, we must translate the symbolic language
into ordinary language, by comparing these symbols and emblems with the other
Scriptures where the same are employed and explained. We must also be
familiar with the symbols and emblems employed by the nations and religious
systems which have arisen on the theater of the Roman world since the book of
Revelation was written. The Roman Catholic and Mohammedan religions have
unconsciously employed in their national and religious life and history, the
very symbols and emblems used in Revelation to prefigure the events.
Especially is this true of the Church of Rome and of the Papal nations of
Western Europe, and also of the Mohammedans of Eastern Europe and Western
Asia. The Great Revealer foresaw the use of these national and religious
symbols by these powers and revealed them to St. John, for the guidance and
comfort of His people down the ages. See Papal and Mohammedan emblems,
medals, coins, etc., in this book as evidence.

(Continued in The Revelation an Acted Prophecy – Western Europe and Asia the
Stage. )

All sections of Antichrist And His Ten Kingdoms by Albert Close

Introduction – The Apostate Church of Rome
Revelation 17 – The Prophetic Portrait of the Church of Rome
The Character of Antichrist and Papal Persecution of the Saints
A Description of the Great Whore of Revelation Chapter 17
The Church of Rome Ignores the Challenge to Disprove She is the Great
Whore of Revelation Chapter 17
The Great Harlot’s Daughters
Our Position Today in the Divine Program as Revealed in Prophecy
The Scholars Behind the Promotion of the False Interpretations of the
Books of Daniel and Revelation
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The Mass an Abomination to God
The Meaning of 666 in Revelation Chapter 13
False Interpretations of Divine Prophecy
British Government Hides Vatican War Treachery From Empire
Rome’s Attack on the British Empire and the United States
The Final Revelation to Men by Jesus Christ: The Apocalypse
Who are the Kings of the East Mentioned in Revelation 16:12?
The Revelation an Acted Prophecy – Western Europe and Asia the Stage
The Purple and Scarlet Robes of the Bishops of the Church of Rome

Rome’s Attack on the British Empire
and the United States

The World Powers assembled recognized Rome as the real Power behind the Great
War (WW I). Not one Roman Priest was allowed at the Paris Peace Conference in
1919.

British Government Hides Vatican War
Treachery From Empire

During the world wars the British Foreign Office was filled with Roman
Catholics who were taking orders from the Vatican and undermining Britain’s
war tragedies!
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The Great Harlot’s Daughters

The Church of Rome’s daughters: Ritualistic and apostate Churches, and
especially to the High Church sections of the Churches of England and
Scotland, and to the Greek and Eastern Churches, which all teach and practice
many of the Church of Rome’s doctrines and abominations.

The Pope’s Dream of Power

Men die but Satan lives on. The “Man of Sin” of II Thess. 2 is therefore not
a single person, but a string of the most powerful people Satan inspires, the
popes of Rome.

The Catholic Church And Women

All religious systems ruled by priestcraft have subordinated women to a state
inferior to that of men and used them as a means to power.
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Loyalty to the Catholic Church Above
Loyalty to Country

Roman Catholic Church is a political organization. It’s treason for a
Catholic to say he would fight against his country to serve the Catholic
Church.

Liberty of Conscience in Italy

The King opposes the Pope and gives the Waldenses who were much persecuted by
the Roman Catholic Church their civil rights!

The Third Temple Deception

A third temple would be an abomination. It would be blasphemous to build a
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temple. Why? Are you saying that the blood of Jesus isn’t good enough
anymore?

The Importance of Christians and
Churches Speaking Out About Cultural
and Civil Problems

There are not many churches and pastors who talk about cultural and social
issues from the pulpit, topics such as the wars America has been involved in,
the southern border crises, the evils of the LGBTQ agenda, the genocide
Israel is committing in Gaza, etc. The only ones I know of in the USA besides
the Christians in this interview are Chuck Baldwin of Liberty Fellowship in
Montana, Michael Hoggard of Bethel Church, Missouri, Steven Anderson of
Faithful Word Baptist Church in Tempe, Arizona, and John MacArthur of Grace
Community Church in Sun Valley, California, who defied the governor of
California by disregarding the COVID-19 lockdown mandates. I’m sure there
must be many others, but obviously, they are way too few because the churches
in America have not had the effect on society today they used to have up to
the 19th century.

The transcript and video below is an interview led by two leaders of an
organization called, Our Country Our Choice (OCOC), Colonel (retired) Douglas
Macgregor and Pastor Casey (that’s the only name given.) They discuss current
events with a pastor, Gary Hamrick of Cornerstone Chapel. I deem them all to
be solid Bible Believing Jesus Christ following Christians.

Transcript

Gary Hamrick: It’s unfortunate but a lot of times Christians today feel like
they’re not supposed to get involved in politics in any way shape or form.
The fact of the matter is the First Amendment was given to us to keep
government out of the Church, not the Church out of the government. And so
unfortunately too many Christians have been sitting on the sidelines, and a
lot of pastors have been encouraging them to sit it out. The result is, that
we have a country in which many of us are not liking the direction (it’s
going).
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And we always understand that in the big picture of things, of course, the
enemy is at work. And the Bible tells us the world is going to get more
corrupt and more evil as we get closer to the return of Christ. But, at the
same time, the Church should be that restraining force against evil in our
world. If we sit it out then evil will just run rampant.

That’s why Christians are supposed to be involved. Because why? Jesus told us
to be salt and light! And salt and light means you penetrate the darkness as
light, and you flavor the world as salt.

And so unfortunately too many Christians have been sitting it out, and too
many pastors think that you shouldn’t get political. My response is, look,
all these issues that we’re looking at today when everything from the whole
transgender sexual identity confusion, the thing about same-sex marriage and
abortion and all these issues, I mean, these are issues that the Bible speaks
about. So when the government has gotten involved in these issues of life and
liberty and sexuality, they’ve crossed into our lane. And so the Church needs
to be engaged to be a voice of reason and a restraining force against evil in
our world today.

So that’s my basic take on why Christians should be involved because there’s
a mandate to be salt and sight and to not sit it out, to be a restraining
force against evil in our world.

Pastor Casey: Fantastic! Well-spoken. In fact, God’s moral law does restrain
evil. One of the things that we like to say here at OCOC is that the truth
will set you free but you must speak. And so the truth will set you free, but
when we speak God’s moral law, it has a restraining factor. Thou shalt not
lie, and thou shalt not kill, those things that God has established from the
very beginning. When we speak those things, it helps not only to restrain
evil but to guide Christians. It also is a conviction factor.

When we talk about the Gospel, it brings the lost under conviction and they
see that they are sinners in need of a savior. Tell us briefly about the
Gospel before we move on to the next subject if you don’t mind.

Gary Hamrick: Well, the Gospel is central to what what we’re about. I mean,
it’s the good news of Jesus Christ, putting your faith and trust in what
Christ did for us.

The beautiful thing about Christianity is that it’s different from all other
world religions. All other world religions put the burden on you to try to
get up to God. Christianity tells us, the Gospel tells us, that God came down
to us. And He took on flesh and died for our sins. And so our faith and trust
are in Him as our Lord and Savior.

And that’s important to add to, and I’m glad you asked the question because
sometimes I’ll get accused of, “You’re putting government above God.” Not at
all. We believe the central message of Truth is the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
But at the same time, Martin Luther once said, “If you preach the Gospel in
all aspects with the exception of the issues which deal specifically with
your time, you are not preaching the Gospel at all.” Jesus is central to



everything we’re about, and from Him, all other things flow.

Pastor Casey: Well said! Thank you very much. In regards to Christian
participation in the Gospel, I think nothing else needs to be said. And now
I’m really interested in how we can encourage perhaps a mindset towards these
endless wars. You said on your website that you’re a News Junkie and I’m sure
you’ve seen the colonel and his contributions, so you guys dialogue a little
bit in regards to the two front wars that are going on and why and all of
these things that us as Christians need to be educated on how we view these
types of things to be able to help steer our country in the right direction.

Gary Hamrick: Well Colonel, I’m going to defer to you to answer that question
first.

Col. Douglas Macgregor: Well, to go back a little bit, you know the whole
point of the (US) Constitution if you read through the statements of the
people that wrote it up, was to leave us in the maximum freedom possible. And
that’s really the idea. The Constitution is all about what the government
cannot do. It doesn’t say what we must do, it says this is what the
government cannot do to you. And we forget that. And increasingly we’re
dealing with people in Washington who are desperate to fundamentally change
us. They want to change us by bringing in millions and millions of people
whom we know nothing about, who are not coming to become Americans. That’s
all nonsense. They’re coming to jump into the giant consumption machine and
profit. We know that. And of course, our rule of law has been largely
destroyed as a result of this sort of thing.

The issue is fundamentally this: The wars that we’ve been involved with,
certainly since the Korean War, are almost universally things that we
started. I’d say that perhaps the Perian Gulf Wars are one exception. We
essentially responded to something that had happened in the region. Our goals
were limited, and we went and then we left. All of the other wars have
involved precipitating hostility for reasons removed from the interests of
the American people because a small number of people in Washington made
decisions that it was in our interest to do something without ever consulting
us.

No one declares war. There are few if any debates anywhere about what we
should or shouldn’t do. Everyone seems to be very anxious to bomb and
sanction repeatedly. If we take Christianity seriously, I don’t think Jesus
would tell us to sanction and bomb everyone into submission.

But I don’t hear enough from Christians about that. Why are they not standing
up and questioning the wisdom and the conduct of these wars? How many people
have we killed unnecessarily? How much have we destroyed unnecessarily? And
at the same time, is this a distraction so that we pay no attention to what’s
being done to us by our own government here at home? So why don’t you think
about that and tell us what your views are?

Gary Hamrick: The debate I suppose is over America’s vital interests in the
world and whether or not we should get involved in certain wars to protect
those vital interests. And at times I’m a little fuzzy on what’s our vital



interests. I don’t know, sometimes when I see us engaged in different wars,
the one thing that troubles me is you mentioned the border.

The border is a huge crisis right now. And you’re right, it’s not people
coming over necessarily to find a new beginning. I think a big concern for me
at least is the potential for terrorism and and terrorist cells to be coming
into the United States through a very porous southern border in particular. I
just heard yesterday that even the northern border has more terrorists on the
watch list. And so, we have to protect our borders.

By the way, God’s not opposed to borders. He kind of divided up the nation of
Israel to the 12 tribes of Israel. And they had borders in which to live and
the nations had borders. And so that’s pretty biblical.

I’ve been concerned with how much money are we sending to the war in Ukraine
that could be put into protecting our own borders. So there does seem to be a
conflict of how we’re spending our resources for some of these battles
compared to what we need even to protect our own home front.

Col. Douglas Macgregor: Yeah, I agree. If I could just mention that the
border crisis should be deemed as a war, and it is because it’s one-sided and
we’re not coming to the forefront there. And so if we were taking it
seriously, and we were to dispatch our military or our army over there, and
put a stop to the cartels, to put a stop to all of the traffickings, to put a
stop to all of the ridiculous rapes and child abductions, and this is a
crisis and it’s definitely been ignored to a big extent. I would really love
to see Christians say, “We’ve had enough. We’ve got to stand up for what’s
right.”

Gary Hamrick: I just had a friend who went down to the southern border to
personally eyewitness some things, and he said he saw three buses unload of
military age-fighting Chinese men! Now, why are three busloads of military-
age Chinese young men coming across our border? Not for good reasons, I
guarantee you.

Col. Douglas Macgregor: That’s right. And by the way, a number of those are,
I’m told, people that were actually sought in China for various criminal
activities. Some of them were involved in the shadow banking industry with
financial crime. This is a huge issue right now in China. They’re really
going to town, so to say, against senior party members and bureaucrats who
have cheated and stolen vast sums of money. And these are probably some of
those people. That’s the biggest problem.

A friend of mine who is from El Salvador sent me an email last night and he
wrote, “Don’t people understand that a lot of the men who are from Latin
America who want to join the US military, I know where they’re from, they’re
MS-13 (an international criminal gang)! They’re joining the Army or the
Marines so they can get some experience, then get out and continue their
criminal activities here with citizenship. This is a catastrophe for us. He
pointed out that it has taken him six years to become an American citizen. So
he was very upset about this whole thing.



I find people who have come here legally are among the most strident
opponents of illegal immigration. And too many Americans are too busy
watching the latest football game and following Taylor Swift’s affairs to pay
attention to what’s really important. We have got to get their attention, and
I don’t know what it’s going to take.

Well, would you stop for a second and tell us in your estimation what you
think we could do? We’re an organization that is not satisfied with simply
complaining, we want to take action. We want to cooperate with people,
particularly with churches across the country. And by the way, we are not
exclusively a religious organization. You don’t have to be a Christian per se
to be a member of OCOC. We just regard those (Christian) values largely as
essentially founding values of the country. I know it’s not popular to say
that but that’s true. But the point is, how do we get more churches, more
organizations, and people who are similarly minded as we are to join us? We
welcome any suggestions you have in any context that you want to suggest to
us after the program.

Gary Hamrick: I would be glad to share some of that with you. One of the
things that I’m most concerned about is the lack of involvement of the local
church in important civil and cultural issues, let alone governance. It’s
because there’s silence in the pulpits! When pastors are not helping their
people to become engaged in the issues of the day, they’re not going to see
the need and importance of doing so.

(End of transcript)

The above are the most important points in the video, about half of it.
Please listen to the entirety below.


